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Figure 1.2 from the Lake Mendocino FIRO FVA



 Minimum flow requirements apply to 
the river by segment

 25 cfs must always be released from         
Lake Mendocino

West Fork natural flows often satisfy the 
upper river requirement

 Changes in minimum flow and 
reservoir operations could be quite 
favorable

 Current water rights have not been 
fully utilized

Opportunity for Increasing Diversions

Adapted from Figure 1 in the 2008 Biological Opinion with inset of recent use statistics from RRFC



 Daily time step model for diversion upstream of 
Talmage

 20-year continuous simulation period from 
WY2002 to WY2021

 Time step and study period selected to capture 
variability within each year and between years

 Upstream inflows:
 Lake Mendocino outflow
 West Fork Russian River

 Control points for minimum flow compliance 
tracking:
 Upper river at Talmage, Hopland, Cloverdale 

and Healdsburg
 Lower river at Guerneville

Adapted from Figure 1.2 from the Lake Mendocino FIRO FVA

Modeling Framework



 Model runs completed with actual 
past minimum flow criteria (including 
TUCOs)

 USGS gage data used for all control 
points → all past diversions implicitly 
accounted for

 Diversion rates of 10, 15, and 20 cfs 
explicitly modeled

 Diversion limited to “pass-through” 
reservoir outflow only

 Minimum flow “buffered” and 
diversion limited to periods where 
greater than 4 cfs available

Historical Conditions Modeling



 Substantial potential additional 
diversions at all diversion rates

 Total diverted does not quite double 
with a doubling of the diversion rate

 Average for the latter 10-year 
period (WY12 to WY21) is 
approximately 10% below the overall 
average

 Diversion opportunities greatest in the 
December to April period with 
February and March the best months

 Little potential for June through 
September (particularly recently)

Results Based on Historical Conditions

Distribution table for 20 cfs maximum diversion rate 



 Changes to Directive 1610 prompted by 
the 2008 Biological Opinion

 Particular emphasis on cold water 
releases from Lake Mendocino and a 
closed lagoon at the river mouth

 Revised criteria could be quite beneficial

 25 cfs East Fork continuous flow maintained

 Upper river flow targets generally reduced

 Lower river flow targets generally reduced

Changes in Minimum Flow Criteria



 Results here are “hypothetical” because past 
reservoir outflows are used.  If the minimum 
flow criteria change, then reservoir operations 
will need to change as well

 Essentially across the board increase in 
potential additional diversions

 At a 20 cfs diversion rate the average 
additional over the study period increases by 
approximately 31% to 13,240 acre-feet

 Trends within each year and across years are 
generally the same

Results Based on Historical Flows with Updated Criteria



 Lake Mendocino is the focus of some of the 
most advanced FIRO study and implementation 
in the nation

 Lake Mendocino and the Russian River are 
ideal locations for FIRO

 Modeling updated to include hypothetical 
FIRO control over the study period with the 
proposed 2016 permit application flow 
requirements

 Updated model uses the Modified Hybrid 
guide curve with the winter control pool at    
80,000 acre-feet and spring ramp up 
beginning on February 15

Forecast Informed Reservoir Operations

Figure excerpts from the Lake Mendocino FIRO FVA with annotation



 Overall potential increased diversions 
are quite similar to those with updated 
minimum flows only

 At a 20 cfs diversion rate the average 
additional over the study period 
increases by approximately 34% to 
13,590 acre-feet

 Diversion potential is much more 
uniform across months and across years

 Much lower decrease in potential 
diversions in the latter 10-year period 
(only 4% lower)

 This is an idealized FIRO case!

Results Based on Updated Minimum Flows + FIRO

Distribution table for 20 cfs maximum diversion rate 



 Potter Valley Project inflow to Lake Mendocino is 
very substantial (39% of long-term flows)

 For this study period PVP inflow is more than 
halved in the latter 10-year period

 Initial model runs were started, but stopped due to 
numerous subjective criteria and need to consider 
the value given the complexity

 Clearly some PVP inflow is critical to the overall 
function of the Russian River system

Potter Valley Project Considerations



 Identify preferred focus of continued 
modeling

 Continue to refine the modeling and 
expand as necessary (i.e., model the 
disposition of additional diversions)

 Complete ongoing tabulation of all existing 
rights to put potential additional diversions 
in context

 Continue praying for an end to the drought 
but be prepared if it’s a long time coming

Discussion and Next Steps


